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Developed byCapcom Co., Ltd.ReleasedFeb 27, 1996Also ForNew Nintendo 3DS, PlayStation, PlayStation 3, PSP, PS Vita, SEGA Saturn, SNES, Wii, Wii, WindowsPublished byCapcom Co., Ltd.PerspectiveSide viewGameplayFightingGenreActionArtAnime / MangaVisual2D scrollingDescriptionAnother Street Sequel
Fighter (this time for Street Fighter Alpha) add i u classic combat series. The new characters in this version are Gen (blue kung-fu master), Rolento (who you may remember from the second Capcom classic, Final Fight) and Sakura, the young schoolgirl who follows her hero Ryo so close, has the same kind of moves.
Dhalsim and Zangief are also returning to battle with a few news moves. Another major difference is the loss of chain-combos and acquisition of the custom combo system. When you reach the required level (which is at least 1), you can make a custom combination with a combination of any button (which is a total of 6)
or any of the specific attacks (fireballs, etc.). Since Mobygames.com. Original Entry Players 2 Simultaneous Year 1996 Basket Size 32 Mbit File Size 3.49 MB PublisherNintendoSerial #SNS-AUZE-USAGraphics8.05Sound7.57Gameplay8.15allOver8.08 (79 votes) Street Fighter Alpha 2 (USA).sfc CRC 9c59dddFfMore...
MD5 aa3c90fa7d89eb3dc3389a9436bd0cf8 SHA1 f4ede150b5281f7f5d7e3188c6d 91 63c2bc66475 Verified 2020-08-25 Capcom has timed the Street Fighter Alpha 2 test launch to perfect the release of the home version of Alpha. What a great time to update the series and breathe new life into the game. Capcom has
re-speared the Street Fighter series. While the Japanese look alpha, the backgrounds have been redirected again. A lot of players have complained that Alphina levels are boring. New areas have more details and lots of animated characters. One particularly cool effect deals with a small pool of water that splashes and
ripples as the player stomp through it. One of the major changes found in Alpha 2 is the addition of more fighters. With a game total of 18 characters in all (so far), Akuma, Bison and Dan are now out. Luckily, you don't have to play like them anymore. Three new fighters showed up, as well as two old favourites. Rolento
is a member of the Mad Gear Gang from the final fight series. He looks like a soldier, and his moves include his baton and grenades. It's moving like the Final Fight. His attacking style is close to Vega with a lot of easy flying attacks. Sakaru is a young schoolgirl in a navy dress. Her moves mimic Ryu's scattered chun-li-
type attacks. Its equivalence to Dragon Punch does far more damage than Ryu's. the background history is currently unknown. But she's supposed to be a student under Fei Long. The gene is another of the fighters who resemble Tung Fu Ru from the fatal Fury series. His attacks are mostly up close, especially his slap
in the arm. One unique aspect of this original Street Fighter is that it can turn your fighting style into a complete set of new moves. Zangief has returned due to popular demand. This Russian wrestler is a little bit the same. His strong leg slowed down a lot. However, his super-specific attack is particularly deadly. Dhalsim
returns unsecable. In this sign from Street Fighter 2 Turbo virtually no change. All his attacks, such as Torpedo Yoga, Yoga Flame and Yoga Teleport, are the same attacks. There is a new combination system that includes setting up custom programming gestures. To run special combinations, press three buttons at the
same time to run glowing characters (similar to a super combo). Three buttons must be either two punches and one Kick, or two Kick and one kick. When there is a combined start-up, the player can move the chain by tapping a certain combination of the Kick and Punch buttons. How this will affect the gameplay when
it's over is unknown. Capcom is known for hiding characters in its games, and rumors are thouthing Blanks hidden inside, as well as a guest appearance from Guile. Retsu, Goken and Gosetsu are also potential secret characters. Will these opportunities come true? Good hunters hunt them down. At the time of our
preview, the game was only 70 percent complete. Most of the play hasn't been shut down yet. Al's computer was simplified. It wasn't even the end of the program. Still from this early look, Street Fighter Alpha 2 makes the series proud. Download Street Fighter Alpha 2 PC Compatible Operating Systems: Windows
10/Windows 8/Windows 7/2000/Vista/WinXP Pentium II (or equivalent) 266MHz (500 MHz recommended), RAM: 64MB (128MB recommended), DirectX v8.0a or should later be installed Game Reviews to build on the best, Capcom pushes the koverta again in the Street Fighter series. With a custom combo system and
new fighters, moves and wallpapers, Street Fighter Alpha 2 brings a new but familiar level of entertainment. Revision Street Fighter Alpha 2 characters are more blended with new ones. Returning from the original SF is Gen (Chun Li's master), who has two martial styles, during which you can switch between times during
combat. Back from SF 2 are Dhalsim and Zangief. Both are completely re-animated with some new moves and great moves. Rolento (the boss character from Final Fight) has military moves, but plays much like Vega. Brand new to the SF series, Sakura is said to be Ryu's biggest fan, but more like his twin sister. Sakura
has all ryu moves, as well as matching heads and wristbands. Graphic enhancements include mainly backgrounds. Each one was completely reaseced; He never looked better. The detail of sharp, vibrant colors reaches a new level of beauty. The new tactic The big change in game-play is the combined system. The
integration of the moves disappeared just as suddenly as they were in the Alps. The main combined system now plays like SSF 2 Turbo, where players can jump in with a move and then go into a combination of two in one. Now players are treated to custom combos that perform much like super moves. If you press three
buttons at the same time when your super bar is full, you'll get a limited combination of shadows. In a small time frame of the shadow, players can hit any combination of buttons or special moves to achieve high impact combinations. The faster you press the buttons, the more hits you can achieve. More Of alpha 2 best
offers the best between the two worlds with two combined systems and a fresh mix of old and new characters. If Capcom had given three at the end of the title, we'd be ready. Street Fighter Alpha 2 continues Cap-corn's remarkable record of successful arcade in 32-bit conversions. SFA2 offers 18 selected fighters,
including old veterans Dhalsim and Zangief. Graphic improvements are mainly seen in each of the completely reusable environments. With sharper details and vibrant colors, they reach a new level of beauty. Also added are custom---with combos pressing three buttons when your Super bar is full, you start a limited
shady combination where players can execute a series of attacks and specific moves to hit a massive number of hits. Even at the 50 percent mark. SFA2 plays excellent and superbly controls. Street Fighter Alpha 2 continues Capcom's record of successful arcade station conversions into a game that offers the largest
series in the series to date, with 18 selected fighters. The 13 SFA fighters are old veterans Dhalsim and Zangief and rookies Sakura, Rolento, and Gen. Capcom didn't just throw the gamers a quick bone with the new fighters; two new combined systems have also been added. Links moves have been replaced by original
SF chain combos, and also new ones are Custom Combos that run off the Super bar. Custom Combos provide fighters with a speed burst that allows them chain attacks and special moves together for multiple hits, but only for a limited time. This version includes training mode, shortcut load time, and additional turbo
settings that dust the speed of the arcade version. Alpha 2 is nothing short of a perfect arcade translation from home. Additional fighters are excellent and the new combined systems improve the gameplay. Graphic New wallpapers clearly stand out with sharp details and colors that are more vibrant than the first version.
All characters are communion with their smooth animations from the original SFA. Sound All battle voices and sound effects are excellent. But it's disappointing that you're stuck with remixed music, with no chance of original tunes. Equation for filing caPcoma control CaPcom: Alpha 2 Solid controls = Perfection. If you
can't pull out whether you are doing them wrong, or using a substandard controller. Fun Factor Alpha 2 is designed to fight enthusiasts. Beginners can prevail by using a useful training method, and experts sweat it with eight difficulty settings. 2D combat games will never die! Or so it seems, and with the like street fighter
alpha 2, it could really be a long time. Again they are all regulars from the first Alpha, with some new tricks in their sleeves, plus cast newcomers, old favorites, previously hidden characters and bosses. You've probably heard all this in our arcade preview, but guess what? Like the first installment, SF Alpha 2 will be



headed to Saturn and PlayStation this Christmas season! There should be a normal matrix of custom options, such as round time and difficulty select, and I hope we will see that the practice mode will return, as well as some bridm supplements. Capcom worries that the games will look as good on home systems as they
have in the arcade, and you can't question the results so far, with the outstanding conversions of Night Warriors and the first Alpha already under its belt. The famed Street Fighter has a brand new addition to the family. Street Fighter Alpha 2. This game has cool features including new characters, new wallpapers and a
new automatic combo system. This unveiled auto-combo system gives players the opportunity to build their own killer combinations by sequential multiple tap buttons to pound the opposition into the ground. MANUFACTURER - Capcom THEME - Fight NUMBER OF PLAYERS - 1 or 2 Manufacturer: Capcom Machine:
Super NES Difficulty: Average Available: 1992 Number of levels: 11 Theme: Fight After defeating four world warriors in single player mode, you will come to the brick bonus round. Strike, strike and destroy everything on the screen in 40 seconds. This version replaces the bonus round for even arcades. The second is the
car bonus round and this comes after the defeat of the first boss, Balrog. To see if you are a winner, look for the special HERO Match-and-Win Contest Card located in this matter and take it to your local comic book store and ask to see a special HERO Match-and-Win poster. This could be your chance to win the Super
Street Fighter II Arcade Machine, a copy of SFII Turbo for SNES or one of ten other great prizes! A subvading version of the arcade combat game, Street Fighter Alpha 2 shows the Super NES still some life. All custom arcade combinations, special moves, and super moves are uncounted for, allowing for intense
gameplay — although slowing down bothers you when you're making a custom combination or a great move. The characters are detailed, but the backgrounds lack animation (the wheels are modest in Chun-Li's stage), and some are completely lacking in elements (like spectators in Birdie's stage). The sound is terrible:
The effects are tinny, the vocals drop the sound track perfectly, and it takes forever to say a round number and Muted music sounds 8-bit to the end. SF games are recognized after the game and this version of SFA2 sticks nicely. The moves are a step to be executed, thanks to responsive controls. The only down draw
is that fights are slow, even with the fastest turbo-set game. Flaws aside, SFA2 is a good battle game that remains (mostly) loyal to its arcade buddy. SNES/Super Nintendo/Super Famicom Screenshots Screenshots
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